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Abstrat: This work is onerned with the design of a hp-like disontinuous Galerkin (DG)
method for solving the 2D time-domain Maxwell's equations on non-onforming loally rened
triangular meshes. The proposed DG method allows non-onforming meshes with arbitrary-level
hanging nodes. This method ombines a entered approximation for the evaluation of uxes at
the interfae between neighboring elements of the mesh, with a leap-frog time integration sheme.
It is an extension of the DG formulation reently studied in [18℄. After reviewing the stability
properties of the DG method introdued in [18℄, we present a new implementation of this method
whih allows loal h-renement and p-enrihment and whih is based on a numerial quadrature
formula for the omputation of the ux matries assoiated to non-onforming interfaes. Numeri-
al experiments are presented whih both validate the theoretial results of [18℄ and provide further
insights regarding the pratial performane of the resulting hp-like DG method, partiulary when
non-onforming loally rened meshes are employed.
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Une méthode Galerkin disontinu de type hp
pour la résolution numérique des équations
de Maxwell 2D en domaine temporel sur des
maillages triangulaires loalement ranés non-onformes
Résumé : On présente dans e rapport une méthode Galerkin disontinu (GD) de type hp pour la
résolution numérique des équations de Maxwell 2D en domaine temporel sur des maillages triangu-
laires loalement ranés non-onformes. La méthode proposée autorise l'utilisation de maillages
non-onformes présentant un nombre arbitraire de noeuds ottants. Cette méthode ombine une
approximation entrée pour l'évaluation des ux aux interfaes entre éléments voisins du maillage,
à un shéma d'intégration en temps de type saute-mouton. Il s'agit d'une extension de la méthode
GD réemment étudiée dans [18℄. Après avoir rappeler les propriétés de stabilité de la méthode
GD introduite dans [18℄, on présente une nouvelle implémentation de ette méthode qui autorise
h-ranement et p-enrihissement loaux et qui est basée sur une formule de quadrature pour al-
uler les matries de ux assoiées aux interfaes non-onformes. Des expérienes numériques sont
présentées qui permettent d'une part, de valider les résultats théoriques de [18℄ et, d'autre part,
d'avoir une première idée des performanes de la méthode GD de type hp, en partiulier dans le
as de maillages loalement ranés non-onformes.
Mots-lés : équations de Maxwell, méthode Galerkin disontinu, maillages triangulaires non-
onformes, méthodes hp, stabilité, analyse numérique.
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1 Introdution
It is well known that the diulties linked to the numerial resolution of the time-domain Maxwell's
equations nd their roots not in the equations themselves, but rather in the data of the problem,
i.e. eletri size, geometri omplexity, inhomogeneous disontinuous materials, and broadband
omplex signal types. Appliations with suh harateristis an be found throughout the applied
sienes and engineering, e.g. the design and analysis of antennas [6℄ and radars [43℄, the design of
emerging tehnologies suh as high-speed eletronis and integrated optis, optial ommuniation
and a variety of military and ivilian appliations [44℄-[41℄. Other hallenging appliations are
addressing soietal questions suh as the potential adverse eets of eletromagneti waves emit-
ted by mobile phones [47℄. These are all problems haraterized by being very large in terms of
a harateristi wavelength, geometrially extremely omplex, often omposed of a heterogeneous
olletion of dierent materials and all requiring a high delity solution with a rigorous ontrol of
the numerial errors. Even for linear problems suh onditions fores one to look beyond standard
omputational tehniques and seek new omputational frameworks enabling the aurate, eient,
and robust modeling of wave-phenomena over long times in settings of a realisti geometri om-
plexity.
The simpliity and reasonable auray of the lassial nite dierene time-domain (FDTD)
method [57℄ has propelled this method to beome the method of hoie among engineers and
sientists solving Maxwell's equations in the time-domain. In partiular the last deade has seen
an inrease in appliations and further developments of this method, many driven from the very
inuential texts by Taove [50℄. It is also, however, lear that the FDTD methods have severe
limitations: its inherent seond order auray severely limits its ability to orretly represent
wave motion over long distanes unless the grid is prohibitively ne. Furthermore, the simpliity
of the method, often reognized as its strength, also beomes its most severe restrition by pro-
hibiting the aurate representation of problems in omplex geometries. In reent years, a number
of eorts have been aimed at addressing the shortomings of the lassial FDTD shemes, e.g.
embedding shemes to overome stairasing [17℄-[56℄, high-order nite dierene shemes [50℄-[21℄,
body onforming nonorthogonal [20℄-[25℄ or non-onforming orthogonal FDTD methods [58℄-[13℄
or ontour path methods [31℄. Other tehniques and improvements are disussed in [50℄. Most of
these methods, however, have not really penetrated into main stream user ommunity, partly due
to their ompliated nature and partly beause these methods themselves often introdue other
ompliations.
For dealing with omplex geometries, one an resort to use nite volume time-domain (FVTD)
methods [9℄-[40℄ or nite element time-domain (FETD) methods [35℄. These methods are, in
their lassial form, seond order aurate as the FDTD method. The existing FVTD methods
are mostly based on upwind or partially upwind uxes, along with multi-step low-storage Runge-
Kutta time-shemes, and less often on entered uxes along with a leap-frog sheme, a non-diusive
ombination whih was rst proposed by Remaki [46℄. One an notie here that, although Runge-
Kutta shemes are robust and stable, no stability proof is available for these kind of shemes
on arbitrary meshes [34℄ (stability is proved for the entered leap-frog FVTD methods on either
artesian grids [46℄ or unstrutured meshes [40℄). Furthermore, instability phenomenon have been
observed in the ase of non-onforming orthogonal meshes (see hapter 2 in [5℄).
The FETD methods an handle unstrutured meshes and omplex geometries however, the devel-
opment of suh methods for solving Maxwell's equations, espeially those with high-order auray,
has been relatively slow. A primary reason is the appearane of spurious, non-physial solutions
when a straightforward nodal ontinuous Galerkin nite element sheme is used to approximate
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the Maxwell url-url equations. The soure of these problems have several interpretations among
whih a poor representation of the large null spae of the operator [2℄ and the generation of so-
lutions that violate the divergene onditions, whih are typially not imposed diretly [39℄. A
disussion of these issues an be found in [49℄. Bossavit made the fundamental observation that
the use of speial url-onforming elements [37℄-[36℄ would overome the problem of spurious modes
by mimiking properties of vetor algebra [2℄-[3℄. Although very suessful, suh formulations are
not entirely void of problems: the algebrai problems are larger than for nodal elements and the
onformity requirements of the ontinuous Galerkin formulation makes adaptivity omplex.
Demkowiz and o-workers pioneered the appliation of hp-adaptive nite element tehniques to
eletromagnetis [14℄-[15℄-[52℄. In their early two-dimensional work, they proposed an arbitrary
order triangular element and performed alulations with uniform polynomial order. The on-
vergene analysis was presented in [52℄. Then, they desribed in [14℄ and [38℄ a omplete nite
element pakage whih allowed for the use of hybrid quadrilateral/triangular meshes with simul-
taneous h-renement and p-enrihment. A series of model problems were solved, without adap-
tivity [15℄-[52℄, to demonstrate the eetiveness of p-enrihment. Computations undertaken with
h-adaptivity were also reported [14℄-[38℄. More reently, Rahowiz and Demkowiz [42℄ have de-
veloped a three-dimensional hp-nite element pakage based upon hexahedral elements, see also
[7℄-[43℄. Their approah allows for meshes with hanging nodes and for anisotropi renement. They
desribe a data struture whih allows suh a renement, although they do not urrently have a
strategy for the orret seletion of the ombination of h-renement and p-enrihment. Further-
more, urved elements are allowed through the denition of a referene element and a geometri
mapping. Numerial examples illustrate the eetiveness of the approah and these inlude satter-
ing by retangular waveguides, sattering by a radiating dipole, the absorption of eletromagneti
waves by the human head and sattering of an eletromagneti wave by a generi airraft. One
an note here that to our knowledge, all existing hp-adaptive FETD software only allow one level
hanging nodes, exepting the reent work of Solín et al. [48℄ whih proposes a new automati
adaptive strategy for hp-FEM based on arbitrary-level hanging nodes, and whih an be applied
to standard low-order and spetral nite element methods.
In an attempt to oer an alternative to the lassial nite element formulation based on edge
elements, we onsider here disontinuous Galerkin formulations [10℄ based on high-order nodal
elements for solving the rst-order time-domain Maxwell's equations. Disontinuous Galerkin
time-domain (DGTD) methods based on disontinuous nite element spaes, easily handle ele-
ments of various types and shapes, irregular non-onforming meshes [18℄, and even loally varying
polynomial order, and hene oer great exibility in the mesh design, but they also lead to (blok-)
diagonal mass matries and therefore yield fully expliit, inherently parallel methods when oupled
with expliit time stepping [1℄. Indeed, the mass matrix arising from a DGTD disretization is
always blok-diagonal, with blok-size equal to the number of degrees of freedom per element;
hene, it an be inverted at very low omputational ost. In fat, for onstant material oeients,
the mass matrix is diagonal for a judiious hoie of (loally orthogonal) shape funtions [45℄. Here
ontinuity is weakly enfored aross mesh interfaes by adding suitable bilinear forms (so-alled
numerial uxes) to the standard variational formulations.
The DGTD methods were originally devised to solve salar rst-order hyperboli problems but
were later generalized to apply to rst- and seond-order hyperboli systems inluded Maxwell's
equations and the aousti wave equation [51℄. Suh formulations have been suessful in solving
Maxwell's equations in the time-domain, whih shemes based on upwind uxes [32℄-[54℄-[22℄-[23℄.
In [12℄, for instane, Cokburn and Shu use a disontinuous Galerkin formulation in spae ombined
with a Runge-Kutta sheme in time to disretize hyperboli onservation laws. In [32℄-[33℄, Kopriva
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et al. developed a disontinuous Galerkin method whih ombines high-order spetral elements with
a fourth order low-storage Runge-Kutta sheme, using onforming and non-onforming meshes.
Warburton [54℄, Hesthaven and Warburton [22℄ used a similar approah for their Runge-Kutta
disontinuous Galerkin (RKDG) method, whih ombines high-order spatial auray with a fourth
order low-storage Runge-Kutta sheme. While suessful their sheme does not onserve energy
due to upwinding. Reently, Chen et al. developed a high-order RKDG method for Maxwell's
equations in rst-order hyperboli form, whih ahieves high-order onvergene both in spae and
time by using a strong stability preserving (low storage) SSP-RK sheme [8℄. By using loally
divergene-free polynomials Cokburn et al. developed a loally divergene-free DGTD method
for the rst-order Maxwell's equation [11℄.
Reently, Piperno et al. developed a DGTD method in three dimensions using entered uxes om-
bined with a leap-frog sheme [19℄. Their sheme onserves a disrete analog of the eletromagneti
energy and preserves the divergene relations (in a ertain sense) in the absene of soures, but
the onvergene rate of this sheme remains sub-optimal. Canouet et al. developed a new DGTD
sheme using the same approah (entered uxes and leap-frog sheme) on loally rened artesian
meshes [6℄. Finally, for the frequeny-domain Maxwell's equations, disontinuous Galerkin meth-
ods on simpliial meshes have been studied by Hesthaven and Warburton [24℄ and Houston and
o-workers [29℄-[4℄, while orthogonal non-onforming meshes are onsidered in [27℄-[28℄, using 1-
and 3-irregular meshes.
The rest of this report is organized as follows. In setion 2 we reall the basi features of our
disontinuous Galerkin time-domain formulation for solving the rst order Maxwell's equations
in the time domain, based on totally entered numerial uxes and a leap-frog time-integration
sheme. Setion 3 is onerned with the treatment of non-onforming meshes and in partiular, the
omputation of the ux matries assoiated to non-onforming interfaes. In setion 4, we present
numerial results for non-onforming alulations based on h-renement and p-enrihment . The
hp-like DGTD method is presented in setion 5 and a numerial onvergene analysis is onduted
in setion 6. Finally, onlusions and future works are summarized in setion 7.
2 The disontinuous Galerkin sheme
Let Ω be a bounded Lipshitz and simply onneted domain in R2, with ~n denoting the unit normal
vetor pointing outward to boundary Γ = ∂Ω, whih we assume to be onneted. We shall onsider
the solution of the two-dimensional Maxwell's equations in the TM polarization on the domain
Ω. We shall assume that the eld omponents as well as the material parameters ǫ and µ do not
depend on the z oordinate of a point. The equations are :
ǫ
∂Ez
∂t
− ∂Hy
∂x
+
∂Hx
∂y
= 0,
µ
∂Hx
∂t
+
∂Ez
∂y
= 0,
µ
∂Hy
∂t
− ∂Ez
∂x
= 0,
(2.1)
where the unknowns are Ez and H = (Hx, Hy), the eletri and magneti elds, respetively. The
oeients ǫ and µ are the eletri permittivity and the magneti permeability of the medium,
respetively; they are assumed to be pieewise onstant. The boundary Γ is assumed to be a
perfet eletri ondutor and the orresponding boundary onditions are :
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Ez = 0 , ~n.H = 0,
indiating that the total tangential eletri and normal magneti eld omponents must vanish.
Throughout this work, we shall onsider shape-regular and ane meshes Th that partition the
domain Ω into N = Card(Th) disjoint triangles Ti with boundaries ∂Ti suh that Ω = ∪{T i, Ti ∈
Th}. The diameter of element Ti is denoted by hi, and the mesh size h is given by h = maxTi∈Th hi.
Within this onstrution we admit meshes with possibly hanging nodes i.e. by allowing irregular
(or non-onforming) meshes where element verties an lie in the interior of edges of other elements
(see Fig. 2.1 and subsetion 2.1). Eah triangle Ti is assumed to be the image, under a smooth
bijetive (dieomorphi) mapping τi, of a xed referene triangle T = {xˆ, yˆ| xˆ, yˆ ≥ 0; xˆ + yˆ ≤ 1}.
Assuming that Ti is a straight sided triangle dened through the oordinates of the three verties
v
i
1, v
i
2 and v
i
3 (see Fig. 2.2), the orrespondene between the two triangles

T and Ti is established
through the use of the baryentri oordinates (λ1, λ2, λ3). We reall that any point x
i ∈ Ti an
be expressed as a onvex ombination of the verties of Ti and the mapping is simply given by
τi : (xˆ, yˆ) ∈ T→ xi, suh that:
x
i(xˆ, yˆ) = λ1v
i
1 + λ2v
i
2 + λ3v
i
3
where λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1 and 0 ≤ (λ1, λ2, λ3) ≤ 1 with λ1 = 1− xˆ− yˆ, λ2 = xˆ and λ3 = yˆ.
For eah triangle Ti, we denote by |Ti| its surfae, and ǫi and µi are respetively the loal onstant
eletri permittivity and magneti permeability, and ci the loal speed of propagation. For two
distint triangles Ti and Tk in Th, the intersetion Ti ∩ Tk is an (oriented) edge aik whih we will
all interfae, with oriented normal vetor ~nik and with unitary one ~˜nik. For the boundary faes,
the index k orresponds to a titious element outside the domain. Finally, we denote by Vi the
set of indies of the elements neighboring Ti. We also dene the perimeter in x and y diretion by
Pxi =
∑
k∈Vi
|nikx|, where x = {x, y} .
aik
T Tki
Figure 2.1: Irregular mesh with blue hanging nodes.
To eah Ti ∈ Th we assign an integer pi ≥ 0 and we ollet the pi in the vetor p = {pi : Ti ∈ Th}.
For a given partition Th of Ω and vetor p, we seek approximate solutions to (2.1) in the nite
dimensional subspae Vp(Th) dened as follows:
Vp(Th) := {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|Ti ∈ Ppi(Ti) , ∀Ti ∈ Th}, (2.2)
where P
pi(Ti) denotes the spae of polynomials of total degree at most pi on the element Ti. The
spae Vp(Th) has the dimension di = (pi+1)(pi+2)2 and di denotes the loal number of degrees of
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freedom inside the nite element Ti. Note that the polynomial degree, pi, may vary from element
to element in the mesh and that a funtion vph ∈ Vp(Th) is disontinuous aross element interfaes.
By non-onforming interfae we mean an interfae aik whih has at least one of its two verties in
a hanging node or/and pi|aik 6= pk|aik .
For any eldX ∈ {Ez, Hx, Hy}, we denote byXi the L2-projetion on the linear spae Span{φij , 1 ≤
j ≤ di} spanned by funtions dened on Ti, and where {φij}j=1,...,di ∈ Ppi(Ti) is a family of linear
independent elds. In eah triangle Ti we onstrut a polynomial representation of the magneti
and eletri elds and for simpliity and eieny reasons we adopt a Lagrangian interpolation ap-
proah based on a set of nodes dened on the master (referene) triangle

T (see [16℄, pp. 106-120).
Using this notation, we have the following global disontinuous representation of the eld:
X ≃
∑
i
Xi(t, x, y) =
∑
i
di∑
j=1
Xij(t)ϕij(x, y), (2.3)
where Xij is the jth degree of freedom of the eld Xi. We denote by Xi the olumn vetor
(Xij)1≤j≤di . The approximation eld Xh ∈ {(Ez)h, (Hx)h, (Hy)h}, dened by (Xh|Ti = Xi, ∀i) is
allowed to be disontinuous aross element boundaries and, for suh a disontinuous eld Xh, we
dene its average {Xh}ik on any internal fae aik, as:
{Xh}ik =
Xi|aik +Xk|aik
2
. (2.4)
Note that for any internal fae aik, {Xh}ik = {Xh}ki. For any integral over ∂Ti, a spei
treatment must be introdued sine the approximate elds are disontinuous through element
faes. We hoose to use a entered approximation:
∀i, ∀k ∈ Vi,X|aik ≃ {Xh}ik. (2.5)
x
y
T
^
^
x+y=1^ ^
^
(0,0) (1,0)
(0,1)
Ti
x
y
v
v
v
i
i
i
1
2
3
i(x,y)(x,y)=τ ^ ^  
(x,y)=τ i^ ^ −1 (x,y)
Figure 2.2: Mapping between the physial triangle Ti and the master triangle T.
For what onerns time disretization, we propose to use a leap-frog time integration sheme whih
has both the advantage to be expliit and free of time dissipation. In the sequel, supersripts refer
to time stations and ∆t is the xed time-step. The unknowns related to the eletri eld are
approximated at integer time stations tn = n∆t and are denoted by Enzi. The unknowns related
to the magneti eld are approximated at half-integer time stations tn+
1
2 = (n + 12 )∆t and are
denoted by H
n+ 1
2
xi and H
n+ 1
2
yi .
The perfetly eletrially onduting (metalli) boundary ondition on Γ is treated in a weak sense
by dening some values for the elds Ez , Hx and Hy in the titious neighboring element Tk. The
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treatment of boundary onditions is weak in the sense that the traes on aik ∈ ∂Ω of titious
elds Enzk, H
n+ 1
2
xk and H
n+ 1
2
yk are used for the omputation of numerial uxes for the boundary
element Ti. More preisely, for a metalli boundary fae aik, the titious values are hosen as :
∀(x, y) ∈ aik :
 H
n+ 1
2
xk (x, y) = H
n+ 1
2
xi (x, y), H
n+ 1
2
yk (x, y) = H
n+ 1
2
yi (x, y),
Enzk(x, y) = −Enzi(x, y).
(2.6)
The disontinuous Galerkin Ppi -DGTD sheme an be written in the following matrix form:

ǫiMi
(
En+1zi − Enzi
∆t
)
= −Kxi Hn+
1
2
yi +K
y
i H
n+ 1
2
xi +
∑
k∈Vi
(
G
n+ 1
2
xik −G
n+ 1
2
yik
)
,
µiMi
(
H
n+ 1
2
xi −H
n− 1
2
xi
∆t
)
= Kyi E
n
zi −
∑
k∈Vi
Fnyik,
µiMi
Hn+ 12yi −Hn− 12yi
∆t
 = −Kxi Enzi + ∑
k∈Vi
Fnxik,
(2.7)
where the vetor quantities Fnxik, F
n
yik, G
n+ 1
2
xik and G
n+ 1
2
yik are dened as: F
n
xik = S
x
ikE
n
zk , F
n
yik = S
y
ikE
n
zk,
G
n+ 1
2
xik = S
x
ikH
n+ 1
2
yk , G
n+ 1
2
yik = S
y
ikH
n+ 1
2
xk ,
(2.8)
and the positive denite symmetri mass matrix Mi and the skew-symmetri stiness matrix
Kxi ,x ∈ {x, y} (all of size di × di) are given by:
(Mi)jl =
∫
Ti
ϕijϕil,
(Kxi )jl =
1
2
∫
Ti
(∂ϕij
∂x
ϕil − ϕij ∂ϕil
∂x
)
.
(2.9)
For any interfae aik, the di × dk retangular interfae matrix Sxik,x ∈ {x, y} is given by:
(Sxik)jl =
1
2
n˜ikx
∫
aik
ϕijϕkl. (2.10)
For the interfae matrix Sik, we have the following properties:
 if aik is an internal fae of the mesh then
tSxik = −Sxki,
 if aik is a metalli boundary fae of the mesh then
tSxik = S
x
ik.
In [18℄ a preliminary implementation of the disontinuous Galerkin shemes (2.7)-(2.8)-(2.9)-(2.10)
has been used where an approximated (simplied) alulation of the interfae matrix (2.10) was
adopted. In the present work, for non-onforming interfaes, we alulate the interfae matrix
(2.10) by using a numerial quadrature formula. We will motivate this hoie in setion 3.
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2.1 Hanging nodes and irregular meshes
We review here dierent kinds of loal mesh renement strategies whih an be used for the
disretization of omplex geometries or deformable bodies. Moreover, rening loally the mesh
is expeted to redue the omputation in time and memory. When working with regular meshes
(where two elements either share a ommon vertex, ommon edge, or their intersetion is empty),
adaptivity is often done using the so-alled red-green renement strategy [26℄-[30℄. This tehnique
rst subdivides desired elements into geometrially onvenient subelements with hanging nodes
and then eliminates the hanging nodes by foring renement of additional elements, as illustrated
on Fig. 2.3.
        by the "green" step
Additional refinements forced
Mesh after the "red" stepElement marked for refinement
Figure 2.3: Red-green renement of a triangular mesh.
This approah preserves the regularity of the mesh but at the same time it introdues elements with
sharp angles. Often, this happens when repeated renements our in some part of the domain,
for instane in a boundary layer or near a geometrial singularity. The green renements an
be avoided by introduing hanging nodes, i.e. by allowing irregular (or non-onforming) meshes
where element verties an lie in the interior of edges of other elements. To ease the omputer
implementation, most disontinuous Galerkin nite element ode working with hanging nodes
limit the maximum dierene of renement levels on adjaent elements to 1 (1-irregularity rule,
see among others [28℄-[45℄).
In the following, we only onsider the red renements and by κ-irregularity rule (or κ-level hanging
nodes, or κ-irregular mesh) we refer to a restrition where the maximum dierene of renement
levels of adjaent elements is κ. In this ontext, κ = 0 orresponds to adaptivity with regular
meshes and κ = ∞ to adaptivity with arbitrary-level hanging nodes. As illustrated on Fig. 2.4,
even the 1-irregularity rule does not avoid all fored renements.
The amount of fored renements in the mesh depends strongly on the level of hanging nodes.
Fig. 2.5 shows a more general irregular mesh, where hanging nodes are not uniformly spaed along
a given edge.
2.2 Stability of the disontinuous Galerkin sheme
We dene the following disrete version of the eletromagneti energy:
En = 1
2
N∑
i=1
(
ǫi
tEnziMiE
n
zi + µi
tH
n− 1
2
xi MiH
n+ 1
2
xi + µi
tH
n− 1
2
yi MiH
n+ 1
2
yi
)
. (2.11)
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Element marked for refinement                 
       
    Refinement step violating the  
              1−irregular rule
Additional refinements forced
      by the 1−irregularity rule
Figure 2.4: Red renement with 1-irregularity rule or 1-irregular mesh.
            General non−conforming mesh
Figure 2.5: General irregular (non-onforming) mesh.
The stability of the disontinuous Galerkin Ppi-DGTD sheme (2.7)-(2.8)-(2.9)-(2.10) has been
studied in [18℄, for non-onforming meshes and any loal polynomial degree pi on Ti. The sheme
is onditionally stable under a CFL-like ondition on the time-step ∆t whih depends on pi and
on the level of hanging nodes κ. The basi idea is to prove that the energy (2.11) is a quadrati
form who plays the role of a Lyapunov funtion of the whole set of numerial unknowns. The CFL
onditions are dened as follows (for more details we refer the reader to [18℄) :
∀ internal fae aik (k ∈ Vi), ∆t ≤ min(∆t1,∆t2),
∀ metalli fae aik (k ∈ Vi), ci∆t(2αi + βik) ≤ 4min( |Ti|
P xi
,
|Ti|
P yi
).
(2.12)
where the time steps ∆t1 and ∆t2 are suh that:
ci∆t1(2αi + βik) ≤ 4min
( |Ti|
P xi
,
|Ti|
P yi
)
,
ck∆t2(2αk + βki) ≤ 4min
( |Tk|
P xk
,
|Tk|
P yk
)
.
(2.13)
The onstants αi and βik (αk and βki respetively) verify some inverse inequalities [55℄-[53℄ on Ti
and aik (on Tk and aki respetively) :
∀ξi ∈ Span{ϕij , 1 ≤ j ≤ di} , x ∈ {x, y}∥∥∥∥∂ξi∂x
∥∥∥∥
Ti
≤ αiP
x
i
|Ti| ‖ξi‖Ti , ‖ξi‖
2
aik
≤ βik ‖~nik‖|Ti| ‖ξi‖
2
Ti
.
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Moreover, these onstants depend on the loal polynomial degree pi (see [18℄ for more details).
In [18℄, we have remarked that the analytial CFL ondition (2.12) is restritive, espeially in the
ase of irregular meshes, when the loal level of renement inreases. This omes from the fat
that the alulation of the onstant βik depends on some optimization problem on aik, ∀i, ∀k ∈ Vi,
dened as follows : nd a positive onstant βik suh that, Ai  βikMi, whereMi is the mass matrix
in the triangle Ti dened in (2.9) and Ai is the symmetri matrix dened by (Ai)jj′ =
∫
aik
ϕijϕij′ .
If aik is a non-onforming interfae, then the βik an take large values aording to the position
and length of aik (see subsetion 3.2 in [18℄).
3 Calulation of the interfae matrix
The aim of this setion is to present two methods to alulate the interfae matrix (2.10) when the
aik is a non-onforming fae. We restrit ourselves to an ane family of nite elements and the
results presented here orrespond to the 2D ase. Part of these results an be easily generalized to
the 3D ase.
3.1 The projetion and quadrature based approahes
We denote by SF the interfae matrix whose oeients are dened in the following way :
(SF )ij =
∫
F
φiψjds, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. (3.14)
Here, F = ∂T1 ∩ ∂T2 refers to a non-onforming fae of the mesh. The funtions (φi)ni=1 and
(ψj)
m
j=1 are the restrition to the fae F of basis funtions dened on the elements T1 and T2 and
not identially equal to zero on F (see Fig. 3.6 (a) and (b)). They span spaes of polynomial
funtions of some degree dened on F .
Let (γk)
n
k=1 be a seond basis of the spae spanned by (φi)
n
i=1, and (ζl)
m
l=1 a seond basis of the
spae spanned by (ψj)
m
j=1. Let P
1
and P 2 respetively be the hange of oordinate matries from
bases (φi)
n
i=1 and (ψj)
m
j=1 to bases (γk)
n
k=1 and (ζl)
m
l=1. More preisely:
φi =
n∑
k=1
P 1ikγk, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
ψj =
m∑
l=1
P 2jlζl, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Let AF ′ be the matrix dened by:
(AF ′)ij =
∫
F ′
γiζjds, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
where F ′ denotes a onforming interfae (the same that F but in a onforming situation, see
Fig. 3.6 () and (d)). Then:
SF = P
1AF ′(P
2)t. (3.15)
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The formula (3.15) an be used to evaluate SF and this approah will be referred in the sequel as
projetion approah. The matries SF and AF ′ are both of size n ×m and the matries P 1 and
P 2 are of size n× n and m×m respetively.
Proof : The alulation steps are as follows:
(SF )ij =
∫
F
(
n∑
k=1
P 1ikγk
)(
m∑
l=1
P 2jlζl
)
ds
=
n∑
k=1
P 1ik
(
m∑
l=1
(∫
F≡F ′
γkζlds
)
P 2jl
)
=
n∑
k=1
P 1ik
(
m∑
l=1
(AF ′)klP
2
jl
)
=
n∑
k=1
P 1ik
(
m∑
l=1
(AF ′)kl((P
2)t)lj
)
=
n∑
k=1
P 1ik
(
AF ′(P
2)t
)
kj
=(P 1AF ′(P
2)t)ij .

On the other hand, the matrix SF an be evaluated using a numerial quadrature formula based on
the zeros of Legendre polynomials, i.e., the nodes of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula. We
denote by NG the maximal number of nodes and weights neessary to obtain an exat integration
of polynomials of degree ≤ 2NG − 1. A matrix representation of the operations to be arried out
in this ase is:
SF ≃ Q1B(Q2)t, (3.16)
where the matries Q1 and Q2 are respetively of size n×NG and m×NG, while the matrix B is
diagonal of size NG ×NG. The oeients of these matries are dened by:
(Q1)ik = φi(xk) , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ NG,
(Q2)jk = ψj(xk) , ∀1 ≤ j ≤ m, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ NG,
(B)kk = ωk and (B)rk = 0, ∀r 6= k, ∀1 ≤ k ≤ NG.
The real numbers xk and ωk are respetively the nodes and weights of Gauss-Legendre. In the
sequel, the evaluation of SF using the formula (3.16) will be referred as quadrature approah.
The reason of the hoie of Gauss-Legendre is that the weight funtion of the Legendre polynomial
is equal to one. Nevertheless, we an use Gauss-Lobatto quadrature, where both endpoints of the
integration domain are quadrature nodes and the problem in this ase is to hoose the weights
ωk and the remaining nodes xk to maximize the degree of exatness of the quadrature rule. Note
that, for Gauss-Lobatto we only need NG − 2 points and weights (two of them are the endpoints
of the integration domain) to obtain an exat integration of polynomials of degree ≤ 2NG − 3.
Without entering into details, let us note however, that to redue the storage ost, only nodes and
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the assoiated weights in the interval [0; 0.5] are stored (
NG + 1
2
for Gauss-Legendre and
NG − 1
2
for Gauss-Lobatto) and we an nd the remaining values in [0.5; 1] by symmetry arguments.
FT1
T2
(a)
F
T
T
1
2
(b)
F=F’
T2
T1
T3
T4
()
F=F’
T1
T2T
T4
3
(d)
Figure 3.6: Fig. (a) and (b) show two possible ongurations for a non-onforming mesh. On
Fig. () and (d), we remark that the interfae F is a non-onforming interfae for the triangles T1
and T2, on the other hand, it is a onforming interfae for the triangles T3 and T4 and we all it
F ′.
3.2 Comparison between the two approahes
The objetive here is to ompare the projetion approah (3.15) with the quadrature approah
(3.16) from the point of view of the omputational omplexity. In order to do so, we summarize
in Tab. 1 the number of arithmeti operations required to alulate the matrix SF with the two
approahes.
Projetion approah Quadrature approah
Multipliations nm(n+m) nNG(m+ 1)
Additions nm(n+m− 2) nm(NG − 1)
Total 2nm(n+m− 1) n(2mNG +NG −m)
Table 1: Arithmeti operations ount to alulate SF .
In the denition of SF (3.14), we have that ∀i, ∀j, the funtion to be integrated on the fae F is a
polynomial of degree m+ n− 2 (assuming that n ≥ m). Therefore, to obtain an exat integration
of this funtion using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula it sues that :
m+ n− 2 ≤ 2NG − 1⇒ NG ≥ n+m− 1
2
⇒ NG =
[
n+m− 1
2
]
,
where [.] indiate the oor funtion of a real number. We denote by C the dierene of total opera-
tions number between the projetion and quadrature approahes. Three ases must be onsidered:
 if n+m− 1 is an even number, then NG = n+m− 1
2
and we have :
C = 2nm(n+m− 1)− n(2mNG +NG −m)
= mn2 + nm2 − nm
2
− n
2
2
+
n
2
= n2(m− 1
2
) +mn(m− 1
2
) +
n
2
> 0, ∀m, ∀n.
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 if n+m− 1 is an odd number, then NG = n+m
2
and we have :
C = 2nm(n+m− 1)− n(2mNG +NG −m)
= 2mn2 + 2nm2 − 2mn− nm2 −mn2 − n
2
2
+
mn
2
= n2(m− 1
2
) +mn(m− 3
2
) > 0, ∀m, ∀n suh that (n,m) 6= 1.
 if n = m = 1, then C = 0 and the two approahes are equivalent.
We summarize in Tab. 2 the total operation ounts for the two approahes and for the most
frequently observed ases i.e. n = m , n = m+ 1 and n = m+ 2.
Case Projetion approah Quadrature approah
n = m 2m2(2m− 1) 2m3
n = m+ 1 4m2(m+ 1) 2m2(m+ 1)
n = m+ 2 (m+ 2)(4m2 + 2m) (m+ 2)(2m2 + 2m+ 1)
Table 2: Total operations ount to alulate SF .
Remark 1 In the ase of the non-onforming situation of Fig. 3.6 (a), the hoie P 1 = I (the
identity matrix) and thus SF = AF ′(P
2)t, is oneivable and makes it possible to redue the osts
of the evaluation of SF . For the projetion approah, we only need the produt of two matries and
the ost dereases in this ase, see Tab. 3. On the other hand, for the quadrature approah, we
always need the produt of three matries and the operation ount does not hange.
In summary:
 if n = m, the projetion approah is less expensive than the quadrature one by an amount
of m2 operations.
 if n 6= m, the projetion approah is more expensive than the quadrature one.
Consequently, we an onlude that the quadrature approah is always the less expensive.
Operation Projetion approah Quadrature approah
× nm2 nNG(m+ 1)
+ nm(m− 1) nm(NG − 1)
Total nm(2m− 1) n(2mNG +NG −m)
Table 3: Operations ount to alulate SF in the ase of a lassial non-onforming mesh.
Fig. 3.7 shows the CPU time (in seonds) for the evaluation of SF as a funtion of the number
of faes, using the Gauss-Legendre numerial quadrature approah. The CPU time inreases very
slowly ompared to the number of faes. The Gauss-Legendre quadrature was implemented in
Fortran 77 and the omputation was performed on a PC workstation equipped with an Intel P4
3.6 GHz proessor.
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Figure 3.7: The alulation ost of SF using Gauss-Legendre quadrature approah. For n = m
(top) and for n 6= m (bottom) (n being the degree in T1 and m the degree in T2).
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4 Numerial results for h-renement and p-enrihment
In this setion we present numerial experiments to highlight the pratial performane of the
h-renement and p-enrihment versions of the disontinuous Galerkin method using onforming
and non-onforming meshes with arbitrary level of hanging nodes. The h-renement involves a
modiation of the element size (for a xed p) while the p-enrihment yields a modiation of the
polynomial degree (for a xed h). Our main goal is to verify the energy onservation property of
the Ppi-DGTD shemes and to ompare them on the basis of the observed numerial dispersion.
Note that throughout this setion, we suppose that the polynomial degree pi = p is onstant in all
elements Ti of the meshes and we use only metalli boundaries onditions. For eah ase, we shall
preise the used numerial CFL onditions.
 0
 0.2
 0.4
 0.6
 0.8
 1
 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1
Figure 4.8: 7-irregular triangular mesh
We ompute the (1, 1) mode whih is a standing wave of frequeny f = 0.212 GHz and wavelength
λ =
c
f
(c2ǫµ = 1) in a unitary square metalli avity. The exat solution is known thus allowing
us to appreiate the numerial results at any point and time in the avity. We initialize the
eletromagneti eld by the analytial solution at t = 0, given by the following expression: Hx =
Hy = 0 and Ez = sin(πx) sin(πy). The exat solution is given by:
Hx = − 1
2f
sin(πx) cos(πy) sin(2πf)t,
Hy =
1
2f
cos(πx) sin(πy) sin(2πf)t,
Ez = sin(πx) sin(πy) cos(2πf)t.
We propose rst to verify the stability of the Pp-DGTD shemes, the objetive being to assess the
stability of the Pp-DGTD shemes in presene of a high level of h-renement. In order to do so, we
rst onstrut a regular triangular mesh onsisting of 200 triangles, 320 faes and 121 nodes whih
gives 10 points per wavelength. Then, an irregular mesh is obtained by loally rening three times
the regular mesh. The resulting irregular mesh onsists of 1232 triangles (1152 of them in the
ne grid), 1904 faes (1680 of them in the ne grid, 100 in the oarse grid and 96 non-onforming
faes) and 673 nodes (84 of whih are hanging nodes i.e. we allow 7-level hanging nodes on a
fae, see Fig. 4.8). We use for eah p the maximal allowable time step for a stable simulation. All
simulations are arried out for 43 periods. We summarize in Tab. 4 the orresponding (numerial)
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CFL values. We plot on Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 the time evolution of the energy for the Pp-DGTD
shemes, p = 0, . . . , 4 on the regular and 7-irregular meshes, respetively. Clearly, all the shemes
are stable even in the presene of a high level of non-onforming renement. Moreover, one an
note that the Pp-DGTD energy for p ≥ 2 ompares very well with the exat one.
p 0 1 2 3 4
CFL 0.7 0.3 0.15 0.1 0.09
Table 4: Numerial CFL values for the Pp-DGTD shemes.
Sine the exat solution is known, we an evaluate the auray of the Pp-DGTD shemes from
the point of view of the observed numerial dispersion. This time, we make use of dierent meshes
depending on the value of the interpolation order p. First, a oarse and a ne regular meshes
are onstruted whose harateristis are summarized in Tab. 5. Then, 7-irregular meshes are
obtained by loally rening three times a retangular region in the enter of the regular meshes.
The harateristis of the resulting 7-irregular meshes are given in Tab. 6. As previously the
simulations are arried out for 43 periods. We plot on Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 the time evolution of Hx
at a xed point in the oarse mesh for eah Pp-DGTD sheme. One an see that for both regular
and irregular meshes, the Pp-DGTD (p ≥ 2) solutions ompares very well with the exat one. On
the other hand, the P0 and P1-DGTD solutions exhibit a large dispersive error for both the regular
and irregular meshes. Despite that, for irregular meshes the solutions seem more aurate. The
overall L2 error (L2 norm of the dierene between the approximate and exat solutions) on the
eletromagneti eld (Hx, Hy, Ez) of the Pp-DGTD approximate solutions are plotted on Fig. 4.13.
The errors are inreasing in time beause of the dispersion and the level of dispersion is notably
lower for the Pp-DGTD, p ≥ 2. Finally, Fig. 4.14 shows the x-wise distributions for y = 7.5 of the
Hx omponent for the exat and approximate (p ≤ 2) solutions.
# triangles # faes # nodes
p = 0, 1 288 456 169
p = 2, 3, 4 72 120 49
Table 5: Charateristis of the regular meshes for eah p.
# oarse # ne # onforming # non-onforming # nodes # hanging
triangles triangles faes faes nodes
p = 0, 1 256 2048 3408 128 1121 112
p = 2, 3, 4 64 512 840 64 273 56
Table 6: Charateristis of the 7-irregular meshes for eah p.
In summary, we an onlude that:
 for a xed mesh size h, inreasing the polynomial degree p an redue the dispersion error
for p ≥ 2.
 for a xed polynomial degree p, when loally rening the mesh and allowing hanging nodes,
the auray of the solution is preserved and the dispersion error is redued.
 for p = 0, 1, the solution exhibits a large dispersion even if the mesh is loally rened.
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of the energy: Pp-DGTD shemes, p = 0, . . . , 4, regular meshes.
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Figure 4.10: Time evolution of the energy: Pp-DGTD shemes, p = 0, . . . , 4, irregular meshes.
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t solution, regular meshes.
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In the next setion, we propose an approah whih ombines h-renement with p-enrihment to
further redue the dispersion error of these Pp-DGTD shemes, among other objetives.
5 A hp-like disontinuous Galerkin method
In this setion we propose a hp-like DGTD method in whih we ombine h-renement and p-
enrihment. We have seen in setion 4 that the dispersion error is not redued when h-renement
is applied for Pp-DGTD (p = 0, 1) shemes. Moreover, the p-enrihment requires a large number
of degrees of freedom, and additional CPU time and memory osts, whih inrease with p. The
main objetives of the hp-like DGTD method studied here are to eliminate or to strongly redue
the dispersion error, and to derease the omputational ost.
In order to improve the representation of the elds on the rened mesh, the hp-like DGTD method
onsists in using high order polynomials in the oarse mesh and low order polynomials in the ne
one (e.g. the rened elements). We name the resulting sheme the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method, where
pc and pf are the polynomial degrees in the oarse and ne elements respetively. If pc = pf = p,
we reover the lassial Pp-DGTD shemes studied in setion 4 (also in [18℄). Fig. 5.15 shows two
dierent representations of the elds, the rst one using P2 and P1 approximations and the seond
one using P3 and P0 approximations. The stability of suh a Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method is ensured
under some CFL onditions. In Tab. 7, we summarize the CFL onditions numerially observed
for some polynomial degrees. These CFL onditions are to be ompared with those obtained for
the Pp-DGTD sheme (see Tab. 4). One an see that for pc = pf + 1 = p+ 1, the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD
method has the same stability limit as the Pp-DGTD sheme, as long as the mesh is atually
rened. This is not a surprise, sine the Ppc-DGTD sheme, whih has a redued stability domain,
is only used on elements of the oarse mesh (whih are at least twie larger than elements of the
rened mesh).
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Quadratic polynomials in the coarse elements Cubic polynomials in the coarse elements
and constant polynomials in the fine elementsand linear polynomials in the fine elements
Figure 5.15: Fields representation examples.
In order to validate the method we again onsider the square resonant avity and we apply various
Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes to ompute the time evolution of the (1, 1)-mode using the 7-irregular
(non-onforming) triangular mesh of Fig. 4.8. The number of points per wavelength λ/h is equal
to 6 in the oarse mesh (without renement) and 48 in the rened zone, see Tab. 8. The degrees
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Sheme P1:P0 P2:P0 P3:P0 P4:P0 P2:P1
CFL 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.18 0.3
Sheme P3:P1 P4:P1 P3:P2 P4:P2 P4:P3
CFL 0.25 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.1
Table 7: Numerial CFL onditions for Ppc:Ppf -DGTD shemes.
of freedom are initialized by the projetion of the exat solution on the loal basis funtions. We
show on Fig. 5.16 the time evolution of the energy for some polynomial degrees pc and pf after
43 periods. One an learly see that the energy is onserved. On Fig. 5.17 and 5.18 we ompare
the time evolution of the approximate and exat values of the Hx omponent at a given point in
the oarse grid (the ve last periods of 43 are shown) for the Ppc :P0-DGTD and Ppc :P1-DGTD
(pc ≥ 2) shemes. We note that these shemes do not introdue too muh dispersion in the oarse
grid where the CFL is far from optimal. Although the level of renement is high, the oarse
mesh is haraterized by a few points per wavelength and the simulation is quite long. As far as
P1:P0-DGTD sheme is onerned, we an observe that it is dispersive (see Fig. 5.19) whih is
not a surprise beause as we mentioned in setion 4 the P1-DGTD and P0-DGTD shemes have
an important dispersion error, then it is obvious that the P1:P0-DGTD sheme will be dispersive.
We show on Fig. 5.20 x-wise distributions for y = 7.5 of the Hx omponent for the exat and
approximate solutions. These urves have to be ompared with those of Fig. 4.14. One an note
that the solutions provided by the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes ompare very well with those of the
standard Pp-DGTD shemes. The time evolution of the L
2
error on the eletromagneti eld
(Hx, Hy, Ez) omputed with the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes are plotted on Fig. 5.21. We an observe
that it is not neessary to inrease the polynomial degree in the oarse mesh to more than three.
Fig. 5.21 is to be ompared with Fig. 4.13 (bottom) whih orresponds to the Pp-DGTD shemes
(i.e. pc = pf = p). It appears that the Ppc :P1-DGTD method (pc = 3, 4) is more aurate (in
terms of the L2 error) than the P2-DGTD while the latter is omparable with the Ppc :P0-DGTD
shemes (pc = 3, 4). One an see also that the P3:P2-DGTD sheme has a similar L
2
error level as
the Pp-DGTD (p ≥ 3) shemes.
# oarse # ne # onforming # non-onforming # nodes # hanging
triangles triangles faes faes nodes
64 512 840 64 273 56
Table 8: Charateristis of the 7-irregular mesh.
Finally, some onlusions an be drawn from this numerial study:
 the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method an redue (or eliminate) the dispersion error whih derives from
the Pp-DGTD shemes, for p = 0, 1.
 inreasing the polynomial degree higher than three in the oarse mesh does not improve too
muh the result.
In the next setion, we will study the numerial onvergene and the omputational ost of all the
methods studied so far.
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Figure 5.16: Time evolution of the energy: Ppc:Ppf -DGTD shemes.
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Figure 5.17: Time evolution of Hx: zoom on the last ve periods, 7-irregular mesh.
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Figure 5.18: Time evolution of Hx: zoom on the last ve periods, 7-irregular mesh.
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7-irregular mesh.
6 Numerial onvergene
In this setion, we study numerially the onvergene of the shemes suggested in setions 4 and
5: p-enrihment for a xed h, h-renement for a xed p and ombined hp-renement. In addition
to the onvergene of the various shemes, we pay attention to the CPU time.
A theoretial onvergene analysis of the Ppi-DGTD method is onduted in [19℄, in the ase of
onforming simpliial meshes and pi = p everywhere. It is shown that the onvergene order in
spae and time is:
O(Thmin(s,p)) +O(∆t2) (6.17)
where t ∈ [0, T ] and s is suh that the solution is suiently regular. One an note that the
asymptoti onvergene order is bounded by 2 independently of the interpolation degree p and
the formula (6.17) seems to be sub-optimal. This omes from the fat that the leap-frog time-
sheme is seond-order aurate. Aording to the authors, the formula (6.17) applies equally to
non-onformal renement (h-renement) inluding hp-adaptive method. Our attention is turned
to the validity of this result espeially in the ases of the h-renement, p-enrihment and ombined
hp-renement DGTD methods proposed in this work with non-onforming meshes.
In the following, by global renement we mean a mesh rened in a onforming way i.e. the various
meshes are obtained by inreasing several times the number of points per wavelength of a basi
onforming mesh. By loal renement we mean a mesh rened in a non-onforming way i.e. we
x a basi mesh whih is loally rened three times in the enter zone [0.35, 0.65]2 and we obtain
the various meshes by inreasing several times the number of points per wavelength inside and
outside the rened zone. We denote by DOF the number of degrees of freedom in the mesh and
the CPU time is measured in seonds. Global onvergene order means the oeient a (slope)
of the regression problem y = ax+ b, suh that x and y are respetively the Neperian logarithms
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of the vetors whih ontain the values of
√
DOF and the L2 error. Eieny order refers to the
oeient a in y = ax+b suh that x and y are respetively the Neperian logarithms of the vetors
whih ontain the values of
√
DOF and the CPU time. By order (or loal onvergene order)
we mean the oeient a evaluated using two points of absissa
√
DOF and of ordinate the L2
error. Finally, the numerial onvergene studies presented here still onern the test ase already
adopted in setions 4 and 5.
6.1 p-enrihment DGTD method
Let us begin by onsidering the ase where h is xed and the polynomial degree p is varied. To
illustrate the onvergene properties of the orresponding DGTD sheme, we summarize in Tab. 9
and 10 the L2 errors, the numerially observed onvergene order, the CPU time and the number
of time steps, for p = 0, . . . , 4, using loal and global renements, after two periods. The results of
Tab. 9 are plotted on Fig. 6.22 and 6.23. Fig. 6.22 shows the onvergene urves for three dierent
onforming and non-onforming meshes. They learly indiate dierent onvergene orders. We
have alulated the global onvergene orders observed by using logarithmi linear regression (see
the bottom of Tab. 9). These orders of onvergene an be interpreted as follows: rst of all, in the
ase of globally rened meshes, the global onvergene order of the p-enrihment DGTD method is
limited to 4.8; for loally rened meshes, the global onvergene order of the p-enrihment DGTD
method reahes 7.8. In addition, it seems to exist an exponential onvergene phenomenon if we
limit the polynomial degree to 2 (i.e. p ≤ 2).
Loal renement
p
√
DOF L2 error order CPU (s)
Mesh1 (# (Fae)
n
= 72)
0 19 2.84E−01 − < 1
1 32 1.10E−01 1.7 < 1
2 45 7.11E−03 7.9 4
3 58 3.82E−04 11.4 10
4 71 4.66E−05 10.4 19
Mesh2 (# (Fae)
n
= 120)
0 31 8.10E−02 − < 1
1 53 3.62E−02 1.5 4
2 75 2.13E−03 8.2 18
3 97 5.08E−05 14.6 53
4 119 6.43E−06 10.2 104
Mesh3 (# (Fae)
n
= 264)
0 66 5.82E−02 − 8
1 114 9.94E−03 3.2 45
2 162 1.37E−04 12.4 176
3 210 3.91E−05 4.9 489
4 258 1.26E−06 16.9 955
Global onvergene order
Mesh1 Mesh2 Mesh3
6.5 7.1 7.8
Global renement
p
√
DOF L2 error order CPU (s)
Mesh1
0 13 6.77E−02 − < 1
1 22 3.97E−02 0.9 < 1
2 31 1.17E−03 10.2 < 1
3 40 4.36E−04 3.9 1
4 49 3.60E−04 0.9 2
Mesh2
0 26 3.33E−02 − < 1
1 44 1.09E−02 2.03 1
2 62 2.74E−04 10.6 5
3 80 1.37E−04 2.7 10
4 98 1.18E−04 0.8 19
Mesh3
0 52 2.02E−02 − 1
1 88 2.78E−03 3.6 10
2 124 9.40E−05 9.8 40
3 160 6.21E−05 1.6 81
4 196 5.74E−05 0.4 155
Global onvergene order
Mesh1 Mesh2 Mesh3
4.5 4.7 4.8
Table 9: Convergene study for the p-enrihment DGTD method using loal and global renements.
L2 errors and CPU times are measured after two periods.
# (Fae)
n
represents the number of non-onforming interfaes.
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Loal renement
p Mesh1 Mesh2 Mesh3
0 229 458 916
1 534 1068 2136
2 1068 2136 4272
3 1600 3200 6400
4 1778 3556 7112
Global renement
p Mesh1 Mesh2 Mesh3
0 65 130 260
1 150 300 600
2 300 600 1200
3 450 900 1800
4 500 1000 2000
Table 10: Number of time steps for a two-period duration.
p-enrihment DGTD method using loal and global renements.
Fig. 6.23 shows the CPU time as a funtion of the number of degrees of freedom for both a loal
and a global renement of the meshes. We obtain dierent eieny urves. We have alulate
the global eieny orders, these are given in Tab. 11.
Loal renement
Mesh1 Mesh2 Mesh3
3.74 3.81 3.63
Global renement
Mesh1 Mesh2 Mesh3
3.68 3.73 3.71
Table 11: Eieny orders for the p-enrihment method using loal and global renements.
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Figure 6.22: L2-error as a funtion of the polynomial degree p for dierent meshes.
Loal renement (left) and global renement (right).
A trivial onsequene from Tab. 9 is that to obtain a xed error, the CPU time with loal renement
is more expensive than using a global one, despite that the loal renement based DGTD method
has a higher onvergene rate. One an also onlude that the only additional CPU time resulting
from the non-onformity is the ost of using Gaussian quadrature to evaluate the non-onforming
interfae matrix (2.10). Indeed, the Gauss-Legendre quadrature is only used to evaluate the non-
onforming interfae matrix, while the onforming interfae matries are alulated one time for
all. To make this point lear, we onsider the ase of Mesh3 for p = 3 in Tab. 9 and 10. In this ase
the p-enrihment method requires 264 non-onforming interfaes, 6400 time steps and 489 seonds
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Figure 6.23: CPU time as a funtion of
√
DOF for dierent meshes.
Loal renement (left) and global renement (right).
for loal renement, and 1800 time steps and 81 seonds for global renement. Then, the CPU
ost of a time step is 0.08 s for loal renement and 0.05 s for global renement. The additional
CPU ost is to be ompared with the CPU ost of the 264 non-onforming interfae matries whih
is plotted on Fig. 3.7 (top) and is found to be 0.04 s (not far from the 0.03 s observed here).
6.2 h-renement DGTD method
Let us onsider the ase where the interpolation order p is uniform and the mesh size h is varied. To
illustrate the onvergene properties of the orresponding DGTD sheme, we summarize in Tab. 12
and 13 the L2 errors, the numerially observed onvergene order, the CPU time and the number
of time steps, for p = 0, . . . , 3 and using loal and global renements, after two periods. The results
of these tables are plotted on Fig. 6.24 to 6.26. Fig. 6.24 shows the onvergene urves that learly
indiate dierent onvergene orders. We have alulated the global onvergene orders observed
by using logarithmi linear regression (see the bottom of Tab. 12 and 13 ). We note that the global
onvergene order is essentially bounded by 2 (exepted for p = 2 and non-onforming meshes for
whih we obtain 2.2) whih onrms the theoretial onvergene result (6.17). One an observe,
that for p = 0, 1 we obtain a onvergene order of rate O(hp+1) and from this point of view, it
seems that the formula (6.17) is sub-optimal.
Fig. 6.25 shows the L2 error as a funtion of the CPU time for loal and global renements. One
an see that for any mesh ase and in the two-dimensional ase, the gains of omputational time
are notable if we inrease the auray of the shemes in spae. In the three-dimensional ase,
these gains ould be less lear beause the number of degrees of freedom inreases faster with the
polynomial degree p.
Finally, we show on Fig. 6.26 the CPU time as a funtion of the number of degrees of freedom for
both loal (left) and global (right) renement. We have alulated the global eieny orders and
these are given in Tab. 14.
A detailed analysis of Tab. 12 and 13 motivates the following remarks:
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Loal renement√
DOF L2 error order CPU (s) # time steps
P0-DG
48 7.22E−02 − 3 700
96 3.61E−02 0.99 29 ×2
192 1.82E−02 0.99 249 ×4
384 9.30E−03 0.97 1957 ×8
P1-DG
41.5 5.29E−02 − 2 800
83 1.52E−02 1.80 15 ×2
166 3.98E−03 1.93 154 ×4
332 1.05E−03 1.92 1266 ×8
P2-DG
29.4 1.14E−02 − 1 800
58.8 1.85E−03 2.62 8 ×2
117.6 1.98E−04 3.22 68 ×4
235.2 4.69E−05 2.08 580 ×8
470.4 3.80E−05 0.30 4577 ×16
P3-DG
24 5.65E−03 − 1 800
48 3.83E−04 3.88 9 ×2
96 7.08E−05 2.43 52 ×4
192 4.61E−05 0.62 489 ×8
384 3.36E−05 0.46 3707 ×16
Global onvergene order
P0-DG P1-DG P2-DG P3-DG
0.99 1.89 2.17 1.78
Table 12: Convergene study for the h-renement DGTD method using loal renement.
L2 errors and CPU times are measured after two periods.
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Global renement√
DOF L2 error order CPU (s) # time steps
P0-DG
13 6.41E−02 − < 1 66
26 3.59E−02 0.84 < 1 ×2
52 1.68E−02 1.09 2 ×4
104 1.04E−02 0.69 17 ×8
208 5.25E−03 0.99 133 ×16
P1-DG
22 3.97E−02 − < 1 150
44 1.09E−02 1.87 1 ×2
88 2.78E−03 1.97 10 ×4
176 7.38E−04 1.91 91 ×8
352 2.09E−04 1.82 534 ×16
P2-DG
16 1.18E−02 − < 1 300
31 1.17E−03 3.94 < 1 ×2
62 2.73E−04 2.10 5 ×4
124 9.40E−05 1.54 40 ×8
248 5.13E−05 0.87 324 ×16
P3-DG
21 1.35E−03 − < 1 450
40 4.36E−04 1.92 1 ×2
80 1.36E−04 1.67 10 ×4
160 6.20E−05 1.14 81 ×8
320 3.53E−05 0.81 658 ×16
Global onvergene order
P0-DG P1-DG P2-DG P3-DG
0.90 1.90 1.98 1.37
Table 13: Convergene study for the h-renement DGTD method using global renement.
L2 errors and CPU times are measured after two periods.
Loal renement
P0-DG P1-DG P2-DG P3-DG
3.11 3.13 3.05 2.95
Global renement
P0-DG P1-DG P2-DG P3-DG
3.18 3.13 3.08 2.99
Table 14: Eieny orders for the h-renement DGTD method using loal and global renements.
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Figure 6.24: L2 error as a funtion of
√
DOF for the dierent Pp-DGTD shemes.
Loal renement (left) and global renement (right).
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Figure 6.25: L2 error as a funtion of the CPU time for the dierent Pp-DGTD shemes.
Loal renement (left) and global renement (right).
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Figure 6.26: CPU time as a funtion of
√
DOF for the dierent Pp-DGTD shemes.
Loal renement (left) and global renement (right).
 in the ase of loally rened meshes and for p ≥ 2, it seems not reasonable to inrease
the number of degrees of freedom beause, on the one hand, the onvergene rate is not
improved and, on the other hand, the CPU time inreases dramatially, e.g. for p = 2, when√
DOF = 235.2 (respetively, 470.4) the L2 error is equal to 4.7E−05 (respetively, 3.8E−05)
with a CPU time of 10 mn (respetively, 1 h15 mn).
 in the ase of globally rened meshes, it is lear that the onvergene rate is not inuened by
the inrease of the number of DOF and for p ≤ 1 the h-renement method is more aurate
and less expensive than the loal renement ase. For p ≥ 2 this gain in auray and CPU
time is less lear ompared to the loal renement ase.
6.3 hp-renement DGTD method
We now onsider the ase where both p and h are varied. To demonstrate the performane of
this method, we summarize in Tab. 15 the L2 error, the numerially observed onvergene order,
the CPU time, the number of time steps and the perentage of degrees of freedom used in the
oarse region, after two periods and using loally rened non-onforming meshes. The results of
this table are plotted on Fig. 6.27 and 6.28. We show on Fig. 6.27 the onvergene urves for
dierent shemes. They indiate dierent onvergene orders and one an note that for pf = 0, 1
(polynomial degrees in the rened mesh) the hp-renement Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes possess almost
the same onvergene rates. For pf = 0, 1 the onvergene orders is limited to 1.27 and it is not a
surprise beause the polynomial degrees pc have been used in only 11% of triangles of the meshes.
For pf = 2 the onvergene order is limited to 2.78 despite the polynomial degrees pc have been used
in only 4% of the triangles of the meshes. One an observe that ∀pf , if pc = pf +1, the onvergene
rate is faster than the other ases (e.g. for pc = pf + 2). These results are in onformity with the
formula (6.17) although it seems that this formula is sub-optimal sine we have demonstrated here
a onvergene rate as high as 2.78 suggesting that theoretial onvergene study onduted in [19℄
might be improved in view of the development of h- and hp-adaptive DGTD methods.
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√
DOF L2 error order CPU (s) # time
√
DOF L2 error order CPU (s) # time
steps steps
P1:P0-DG (%DOFc = 27%) P2:P0-DG (%DOFc = 43%)
26.5 4.10E−02 − < 1 268 30 4.83E−03 − < 1 469
53 1.56E−02 1.39 2 ×2 60 2.79E−03 0.79 5 ×2
106 6.56E−03 1.25 26 ×4 120 9.76E−04 1.52 52 ×4
212 2.53E−03 1.37 212 ×8 240 5.92E−04 0.72 438 ×8
424 1.25E−03 1.02 1732 ×16
P3:P0-DG (%DOFc = 55%) P4:P0-DG (%DOFc = 65%)
34 4.18E−03 − 1 625 38 4.85E−03 − 3 1043
68 2.24E−03 0.90 9 ×2 76 2.10E−03 1.21 23 ×2
136 1.04E−03 1.11 92 ×4 152 1.01E−03 1.05 209 ×4
272 5.68E−04 0.87 744 ×8 304 5.24E−04 0.95 1768 ×8
P2:P1-DG (%DOFc = 20%) P3:P1-DG (%DOFc = 29%)
44 2.78E−03 − 2 625 46.5 1.52E−03 − 3 750
88 8.83E−04 1.65 13 ×2 93 7.49E−04 1.02 19 ×2
176 3.93E−04 1.17 130 ×4 186 3.71E−04 1.01 180 ×4
352 1.93E−04 1.02 1083 ×8 372 1.86E−04 0.99 1480 ×8
P4:P1-DG (%DOFc = 38%) P3:P2-DG (%DOFc = 7%)
50 1.49E−03 − 4 1042 57.5 6.94E−04 − 4 800
100 7.35E−04 1.02 34 ×2 115 1.04E−04 2.74 32 ×2
200 3.69E−04 0.99 311 ×4 230 1.49E−05 2.80 267 ×4
400 1.86E−04 0.99 2494 ×8 460 2.13E−06 2.81 2277 ×8
P4:P2-DG (%DOFc = 10%) Perentage of triangles in the oarse mesh %∆c
58.5 1.02E−04 − 7 1200
117 1.66E−05 2.62 51 ×2 For pf = 0, 1, ∀pc, %∆c=11%
234 3.90E−06 2.09 431 ×4 For pf = 2, ∀pc, %∆c=4%
468 9.40E−07 2.05 3665 ×8
Global onvergene order of the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes
P1:P0 P2:P0 P3:P0 P4:P0 P2:P1 P3:P1 P4:P1 P3:P2 P4:P2
1.27 1.06 0.98 1.07 1.27 1.01 1.0 2.78 2.24
Table 15: Convergene study for the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes.
Loally rened non-onforming meshes.
%DOFc represents the perentage of DOF in the oarse mesh.
L2 errors, CPU times and time steps numbers are measured after two periods.
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Figure 6.27: Convergene of the Ppc :Ppf -DG shemes.
Loally rened non-onforming meshes.
We show on Fig. 6.28 (right) the L2 error as a funtion of the CPU time. It is lear that the gains
in CPU time are notable if we inrease the auray of the shemes in spae. Fig. 6.28 (left) shows
the eieny urves (the CPU time as a funtion of
√
DOF). The orresponding global eieny
orders are given in Tab. 16.
P1:P0 P2:P0 P3:P0 P4:P0 P2:P1 P3:P1 P4:P1 P3:P2 P4:P2
3.16 3.19 3.11 3.08 3.15 3.12 3.10 3.24 3.05
Table 16: Global eieny orders for the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes.
Finally, Tab. 15 alls for the following remarks:
 the hp-like Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method is more aurate than the p-enrihment and h-renement
DGTD methods ∀pc, pf . Moreover, to reah a given auray, the required number of DOF
is less than the one required by the p-enrihment and h-renement methods.
 the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method is less expensive in terms of memory storage and CPU time.
For example, the CPU time required to obtain auraies of 4.83E−03 and 5.25E−03 using
respetively the P2:P0-DGTD and P0-DGTD shemes (with onforming meshes, see Tab. 12)
are< 1 seonds and 133 seonds, likewise for the P2:P1-DGTD by omparison with P1-DGTD,
and P3:P2-DGTD by omparison with P2-DGTD and P3-DGTD.
7 Conluding remarks and Future work
In this work, we have proposed a hp-like disontinuous Galerkin Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method for the
disretization of the time-domain Maxwell's equations on both onforming and non-onforming
loally rened meshes. This method is based on entered numerial uxes and a leap-frog time-
sheme, and the unknowns are approximated with disontinuous nodal polynomials of degree that
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Figure 6.28: CPU time as a funtion of
√
DOF (left) and L2 error as a funtion of the CPU time
(right). Ppc :Ppf -DGTD shemes using loally rened non-onforming meshes.
may vary over dierent elements of the mesh. The Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method onserves a disrete
energy and is stable under a CFL ondition. It an be seen like an extension of the Pp-DGTD
formulation reently studied in [18℄. It is presented in this work with a new implementation whih
allows h-renement and p-enrihment and whih is based on a numerial quadrature formula for
the omputation of the ux matries assoiated to non-onforming interfaes. Finally, numerial
experiments show that the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method an redue (or eliminate) the numerial disper-
sion errors resulting from the Pp-DGTD (p = 0, 1) method, and these errors do not inrease when
using small time steps. Numerial onvergene study are presented for p- h- and hp-renement
methods using loal and global renement. We an onlude that the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method is
the most aurate, the less expensive in terms of memory storage and CPU time, and requires a
number of degrees of freedom smaller than the one required by the h-renement and p-enrihment
methods.
This work is a rst step toward the development of an hp-adaptive method for Maxwell's equations.
The ontinuation of this study relates to various faets of the Ppc :Ppf -DGTD method proposed
here:
 the validation of this method on test ases involving omplex geometries and heterogeneous
materials,
 further theoretial studies of the properties of the method,
 extension to the three-dimensional ase.
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